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The Environmental screening outcome for the project on “Reconstruction of water supply 

systems of town Ashtarak and nearby four
1
villages” is its attribution to the environmental 

Category B (according to the WB OP 4.01/1999Environmental Assessment) 

 

1. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 

1.1 Introduction 
 

The project aims at improving water supply systems of Ashtarak town and nearby villages, for 

the implementation of which CES Consulting Engineers Salzgitter prepared Detailed Design 

(DD) by the order of AWSC CJSC, financing by World Bank.  

 

The final DD carries measures for the improvement of water supply systems of town Ashtarak 

and villages Ohanavan, Karbi, Mughni and Sasunik. During ToR clarification the design team 

was guided by the idea to complete the rehabilitation works, commenced in the last years for 

having improved water supply networks and unimpeded water supply system.  

 

During eleboration of DD existing water supply main structures, emergence waste water 

networks of the project area had been examined, as well as the the main issues, which need to be 

solved, had been explained. 

 

                                                 
1
Please be informed that according to Contract No.:MWP-C1.2/3-2-1”Design for reconstruction of water supply 

systems of Ashtarak, Etchmiadzin towns and nearby ten villages”, signed on December 14, 2012 the Design 

Company should develop Preliminary Design (PD) for improving water supply systems of Echmiatsin town and 

nearby 4 villages-Lot-1 (Aygeshat, Dasht, Shahumyan and Norakert) and Ashtarak town and nearby 6 villages-Lot-

2 (Ohanavan, Karbi, Karin, Sasunik, Mughni and Agarak ), as well as Detailed Design (DD) of the same settlements 

based on PD.  

However, currently DD under Lot-2 is covering Ashtarak town and nearby 4 villages.  

Thus, at present Karin village is connected to Sasunik village and is considered the district of the latter. 

Consequently the works under DD shall cover Karin district of Sasunik village.  

The PD developed water supply improvement activities for Ashtarak town and Ohanavan, Karbi, Sasunik( Karin), 

Mughni villages fed from Saghmosavan and Artashavan springs and Agarak village fed separately from 

Bazmaghbjur and Ghazaravan springs. It should be noted that the trunk mains of Bazmaghbjur and Ghazaravan 

spring system passing through Agarak village supply water to numerous settlements of Echmiatsin area.  

Given financial constraints, as well as technical and economic indicators developed under PD, it was decided to 

remove Agarak village from further DD. Water supply improvement works in Agarak village will be fulfilled in the 

frame of other Projects financed by the ADB. Instead of Agarak village it is envisaged to repair the broken sections 

of water main from Saghmosvan and Artashavan springs, as well as major repairing of technological valve units of 

Artak pumping station and replacement of old pumping units with new ones. As a result, water supply to the 

settlements fed from Saghmosvan and Artashavan springs will be improved by 100%.  
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1.2 Description of the water supply and waste water systems of the 

settlements 

 

The existing water supply of the town Ashtarak and villages Ohanavan, Karbi, Mughni and 

Sasounik is implemented from Artashavan and Saghmosavan sources, Karbi deep wells and from 

pumping station fed from Artak sources.   

Artashavan and Saghmosavan source nodes are constructed in 1980s, reconstructed in 

2007-2008. These sources have subflow origin. The soil waters, collected from Kasakh river and 

Aragats plateau, outflow into the different sections of the river Kasakh deep canyon, causing 

deep underground sources (Figure 1).  For the aim to collect underground water sources leaking 

in the area of Artashavan and Saghmosavan, parts of steamlets and props have been constructed. 

The Water leaking from the rocks flows into the branch, through which it is transported to the 

collection chamber. After the collection chamber the water is chlorinated and is transmitted to 

consumers through water pressure pipelines.Artashavan sources are in technically poor 

condition. During Spring and Autumn floods the rain waters penetrate into the source links and 

get mixed with source waters causing severe reduction in water quality, as a result of which 

Artashavan source links waters aren’t used in these period. Saghmosavan source nodes are in 

technically satisfactory condition and guarantee a safe collection and transportation of water 

sources. 

The collected water from the source captages (Q = 80-90 l/sec outcome) of Artashavan  is 

transmitted to Ashtarak №1 DRRs (2x1000m3, 2x500m3, 1000m3 capacity) with Փ600-

Փ500mm diameter steel water main (A-A) and №3 group DRRs (2x100m3, 750m3 capacity) 

from where to №5 DRRs (800m3, 500m3 capacity).   After DRRs the water main is used for 

feeding Sasunik village, asphalt plant, poultry factory, as well as the water supply system of 

Oshakan left palm. After the village Sasounik the use of Armavir water main as a water supply 

network is risky. The issue is that the water supply in these districts, in the villages Oshakan and 

Sasounik, asphalt plant and poultry factory is implemented in the time profile. During each 

connection, of course, the network should be filled completely in order to provide consumers 

with a certain amount of water. Before the further network connection the existing water amount 

empties, because of the great leakage, and for the next available network connection time will 

occur necessity to fill the large volume of the network again. It means that the availability of the 

unnecessary large diameter indirectly increases the leakage in the networks. If the water main 

were in technically good condition, the existing connection method will cause no problem. It is 

fact that before any connection the water main is empty and there’s a need to re-charge it again.  

The collected water from the Saghmosavan source captages (Q = 80-100l/sec outcome) is 

supplied to Ohanavan, Karbi, Mughni villages then transmitted to Ashtarak №1 DRRs 

(2x1000m3, 2x500m3, 2000m3 capacity): Փ500mm diameter water main is separated into two 

water mains in the 30m distance from captages.  The first water main is constructed (S-K) with 

Փ250-200mm cast-iron pipes. The water mains are passing through the village mainly through 

the constructed and privatized lands. The numerous illegal connections are made on the latter, 

the valve nodes are in poor conditions, the installation of the pipes are made not corresponding to 

the construction norms (the required burial for the depth of pipes are not maintained, the water 
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main passes through the cemetery). The great amount of water main of the system gets lost in 

Ohanavan, Karbi and Mughni communities still getting to Ashtarak №1 group DRRs because of 

the leakage and water stealing. 

2 horizontal pumping stations are installed with 85l/sec flows, 140m pressure and 400 kV 

power decentralized pumping aggregates, one of which is operating, and the next is reserve.     

The water is supplied with 2km lenght 400mm diameter steel water main from Artak 

pumping station into the town left-coast N1 group DRRs (2x1000m3, 2x500m3, 2000m3 

capacity). 

The water supply of the village Sasounik (especially district Karin) is implemented from 

№5 group DRRs with 150mm diameter iron pipe. 

 

1.3Current condition of water supply structures 
 

External system 

 

Water supplying of the town Ashtarak and 4 village communities is implemented from the 

Artashavan and Saghmosavan sources, Karbi deep wells and pumping station fed from Artak 

sources. 

The water links of Artashavan are in technically poor condition.   

The source nodes of Saghmosavan are in technically satisfactory condition and provide safe 

collection and transportation of the source water.   

The collected water from the source captages (Q = 80-90l/sec outcome) of Artashavan  is 

transmitted to Ashtarak №1 DRRs (2x1000m3, 2x500m3, 1000m3 capacity) with 600-500mm 

diameter steel water main (A-A) and №3 group DRRs (2x1000m3, 750m3 capacity) from where 

to №5 DRRs (800m3, 500m3 capacity) (see scheme 1). The collected water from the source 

captages of Saghmosavan (Q = 80-100l/sec outcome) is supplied to Ohanavan, Karbi, Moughni 

villages with two water mains then transmitted to Ashtarak №1 DRRs (2x1000m3, 2x500m3, 

2000m3 capacity).  

The water supply of the village Sasounik (especially district Karin) is implemented from №5   

group DRRs with Փ150mm diameter iron pipe. 

2 horizontal pumping stations are installed with 85l/sec flows, 140m pressure and 400 kV 

power decentralized pumping aggregates, one of which is operating, and the next is storage. The 

water is transmitted into the town left-coast of №1 group DRRs from Artak pumping station with 

400mm diameter 2,0km long iron water main.  

 

5 group DRRs operates in town: 

 №1group DRRs – point` 1200m, W=(2x1000+2x500+2000)m3, 

 №2 group DRRs - point` 1162m, W=2x500m3, 

 №3 group DRRs - point ` 1235m, W=(2x1000+750)m3, 

 №4 group DRRs - point ` 1201m, W=800m3, 

 №5 group DRRs - point ` 1130m, W=(800+500)m3, 
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The water supply of Ashtarak town is implemented by AWSC CJSC. 4-5 times  exceeding 

the norm water amount is transmitted into the Ashtarak town DRRs, which is enough only for 2-

3 hours water supply. 

The water supply of Ohanavan village is implemented from Saghmosavan sources. The 

collected water from these source captages supply Ohanavan, Karbi and Mughni villages with 2 

water mains. The leakage in this system is 90%. 

The water supply of Karbi village is implemented from Saghmosavan sources. The 

collected water from these source captages supply Ohanavan, Karbi and Moughni villages with 2 

water mains.  

The water supply of Mughni village is implemented from Saghmosavan sources. The water 

main is completely located in the privatized lands, the water stealing index is very high, as a 

result of which the unregistered water amount in this system is 90%. 

The water supply of Sasounik village is implemented from Ashtarak №3 group DRRs. 

 

Water supply distribution network 

 

The water supply distribution network 62km of Ashtarak town is implemented with 50-

200mm diameter steel and polyethylene pipes.In 2007 in the framework of the WB funding 

project for the reconstruction of the water supply system of town Ashtarak, approximately 4.5km 

long polyethylene water lines have been replaced.  The distribution network of the town is not 

zoned, as a result of which a great pressure occures in it causing accidents and unfitting leakages. 

The internal distribution network is technically deteriorated, as a result of which there exists 

significant leakage. 

The distribution network pipes of the village Ohanavan are mainly deteriorated or are 

passing through privatized lands, in some streets theyare completely missing. The water supply 

system of the western part of the village is implemented from the privatized water main. 

The leakages in this system are 90%: 

The distribution network pipes of the village Karbi are mainly deteriorated or are passing 

through privatized lands, in some streets they are completely missing. The water supply system 

of the western part of the village is implemented from the privatized water main. The leakages in 

this system are 93%: 

The distribution network pipes are mainly deteriorated, the valve equipment is out of order.  

The distribution network of the village Moughni is in poor condition, the water stealing 

index is very high, as a result of which the unregistered water amount is 90%: 

The water supply distribution network of the village Sasounik is implemented with 50-

150mm diameter steel and cast iron pipes, as well as with 150mm diameter zinc pipes. There are 

distribution wells in the village, the condition of which can be assessed good. Not standard zinc 

pipes were installed.As the  local soils are vulcanic and  have great filtration properties thus in 

the damaged parts of the surface water flow is not recorded.These waters are resolved into the 

porous rocks. Some pipelines are in poor condition in some sections of the village, they are 

deteriorated or installed not corresponding with the construction norms. There are streets that are 

devoid of the water distribution network. There are streets which are deprived of water supply 

distribution networks. 
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Waste water system 

 

There is a big d=400mm sewerage main in the left side of Ashtarak town, with cast iron 

pipes. This serves as central collector, conclude all administrative and public buildings, as well 

as the private houses in the left side of the town. The collected sewerage waters are transported 

outside the town. This collector of the sewerage is supposed to join with the treatment plant, 

constructed but not exploiting in Oshakan village. But this join was not implemented. Currently 

the collected sewerage water through collectors falling outside the town borders to the river 

Kasakh. 

The all right side multi-apartment block of the town, which are main part of the district, are 

supplied with the wastewater system. The centralized waste water system is constructed, which 

is currently in a technically satisfactory condition. All sewerage lines are connected with the one 

common collector, the collected waters of which fall to the river Kasakh. This phenomena results 

in environmental undesirable pollution.  

The rural areas are no proposed with the waste water systems and the population uses pit 

toilets, which are constructed in accordance with the construction norms.   

 

1.3. Description of the works proposed under the design 
 

The goal of this project is improvement of drinking water supply to town Ashtarak and 

villages Ohanavan, Karbi, Mughni, Sasunik. 

To achieve this goal works in two directions are planned under the preliminary design: 

 improvement of  external water supply system.  This will involve the installation of new 

underground water pipes entirely on community land (as detailed below).  Old sections of pipe 

being bypassed will also be cut (also on community lands only) to prevent leakage and illegal 

use.  No rehabilitation of existing pipe is planned. 

 improvement of the internal networks of the settlements 

The external system improvement works include:  

 replacement of 6.2 km. water line supplying the town of Ashtarak and the villages of 

Ohanavan, Karbi, and Mughni 

 installation of flow meter, 

 3 pressure regulatory nodes. 

The works for renovation of the internal water supply networks of the settlements include:  

 Construction of water lines of distribution network and water metering nodes of 

the customers and inlet lines of private houses  

 Construction of fire hydrants,  

 Construction of buried valve nodes,  

 Construction of water supply chambers  

 

These works are summarized in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1. Improvement works proposed under the project 

 

 

The above-mentioned civil works will be implemented on community owned land only.  These 

community-owned lands have been verified as roads, land reserved for use by utilities (objects 

envisaged for energy, transport, communication sectors and utility infrastructures) and unused 

lands.  There are no current economic uses of these lands.  Photos of site visits to works 

locations in Ohanavan, Karbi, Mughni and Ashtarak are included in Attachment 3.  Local 

connections at the level of households will be done on community property (including local 

roads, access ways, apartment compounds etc.).  No private lands will be used under the project.  

Hence, no resettlement, land acquisition or temporary loss of access to land or livelihoods is 

envisaged.  The pipeline installation layouts for all communities see in Book IV.  All relevant 

clearances and permissions will be obtained (including authorization for use of community lands, 

permits from other utilities etc.) prior to the start of civil works.  During implementation of civil 

works some temporary disturbances will take place, such as noise or dust issues.  Mitigation 

measures are described in sections 3.1 and 3.2 of this EMMP.  

 

2. BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL DATA 
 

2.1. Geography and Climate 
 

The project areas are located in the western part of RA and includes the right and left parts 

of Kasakh River middle stream. The district's climate is characterized by cold winters and hot 

summer. The average annual air temperature is 11.1 
O
C. The absolute minimum is -29 

O
C and 

the maximum is +41 
O
 C.  The average annual relative air humidity is 61%. The annual 

atmospheric precipitation is 368 mm. The main annual precipitation is in April-May. The snow 

layer thickness reaches up to 1.0 m: Ground freezing maximum depth is 70 cm.  

Name of 

community 

Water 

main 

km 

Internal 

network 

km 

Water supply 

chamber and 

valve node,  

piece 

Water 

metering 

chamber and 

valve node 

piece 

Water metering 

node for private 

house 

piece 

Inlet line of 

private house 

km 

Ashtarak - 14.1 4 - 1100 10.2 

Ohanavan 2.50 10.2 2 - 535 3.8 

Karbi 1.80 4.6 1 - 250 2.0 

Mughni 1.9 8.3 2 - 360 3.0 

Sasunik  - 10 4 - 285 2.4 

Total 6,2 47.2 13 - 2530 21.4 
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The territory from the geomorphological aspect enters into the lower hillsides of 

MountAragats. From the East it is bordered by Ara and Yeghvard mountain plateau, from North 

and West with Aragats hillsides. 

In the geological aspect of the annalysing territory the Quaternary lavas, which are 

presented by basalt, andesitosis, andesit-dacints and  tuffs. These rocks are mainly appear in the 

gorge of Kasakh River, in other parts they are not covered with the revealance of the modern 

feeble power, which are presented with clay sand, sand clay, fragmentary gravel and with 

boulder depositions in the riverbed parts. 

From the hydro-geological point of view, the analyzing territory is considered a good 

infiltrative zone, which is the main part of the transportation of the atmospheric precipitation to 

Ararat underground reservoir through the cracked lavas. In addition to the above mentioned  the 

infiltrative waters in the form of the sources having flows come out to the surface of the land of 

the river Kasakh store area and in the area of the villages Ghazaravan – Bazmaghbyur. These 

sources are: Ghazaravan (414 l/sec), Bazmaghbyur (175 l /sec), Saghmosavan (45/s), etc. In 70-

80s of the past century in the result of the implemented hydro-geological studies in the area 

Karbi, Ghazaravan and Bazmaghbyur a groundwater flow was found, which is linked to the old 

river bed of Kasakh river. The groundwater level varies from 35-65m. Currently  the part of this 

water is used for the water supply and irrigation of the nearby villages through deep wells. The 

water supplying of town Ashtarak and nearby villages is carried out from the sources of 

Saghmosavan and Artashavan. In the researched territories the physical-geological phenomena 

are expressed with the weathering of the main rocks and with the existance of the stone fall in 

the gorge of the river Qasagh. 

 

The geologic section of the researched territory is presented in the basis of the archival 

materials. In the results of the studies of the archival materials the soils can be separated with the 

following percentage ratios due to the processing procedures (SHNevK IV-2-82): 

9sec/8sec - 3%, 

33G/33G - 20%, 

12/13 - 32%, 

19/20ա - 45% 

Taking into account that the above mentioned percentage ratio is formed on the basis of the 

archival materials, so in the main design stage it will be presented due to the marks of water 

main routes and corrected. 

 

Ashtarak town 

Ashtarak town is the center of RA marz Aragatsotn. It lies on Kasakh River, in the altitude 

of 1100m from the sea level, in the centre of Ararat Valley and Aragats mountain,  23 km north-

west from the capital Yerevan. Town Ashtarak and village Mughni are included in the 

administrative area of the community. It is considered as transportation node.  The interstate 

highways Yerevan-Ashtarak-Talin, Yerevan-Ashtarak-Aparan are passing through. 

According to the data received from the town administration area of the town covers 

4233.0ha. Number of current population is 20500. Ashtarak town has secondary schools, music 
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and sport schools, kindergartens, houses of culture, libraries, stadium, hospital, clinic, 

communication node. The industry comprises the important part of the economy. Here are the 

various branches of the enterprises. Here operates "Mikrom" enterprise which is engaged in the 

production of the test equipment, satellite antennas, pigments, paintings and construction plate. It 

has polyethylene containers manufacturing, polygraphic plant, which is engaged in the 

production of printed products. The food industry is developed. Here there are the grape 

processing and wine raw obtaining section. Agriculture is also developed, especially food 

provision and viticulture. The soil area is mainly irrigated with Kasakh waters. The longevous 

plantations in the reserved lands comprise 58ha, pastures- 433 ha. The crops and vegetable 

melon are also processed. The population is engaged in poultry, cattle breeding.  The town has 

poultry meat and egg production. The town is constructed with 5-storied apartment buildings and 

1-2 multi apartment blocks. There is one 9-story building.  

Water supplying of the town is served by AWSC CJSC. The operating about 62km water 

supply distribution network is implemented from 50-200mm long steel and polyethylene pipes. 

In 2007 in the framework of the WB funded project for the reconstruction of the water supply 

system of town Ashtarak approximately 4.5km long polyethylene water lines have been 

replaced. 5 group DRRs operates in town: 

№1group DRRs – point` 1200m, W=(2x1000+2x500+2000)m3, 

№2 group DRRs - point` 1162m, W=2x500m3, 

№3 group DRRs - point ` 1235m, W=(2x1000+750)m3, 

№4 group DRRs - point ` 1201m, W=800m3, 

№5 group DRRs - point ` 1130m, W=(800+500)m3, 

The water demand of Ashtarak town is satisfied with the flows of Artashavan and 

Saghmosavan sources captages. But despite the large number of flows received from the sources, 

it is often necessary to operate Artak pumping station and Karbi deep pumps, which prompt 

nearly 200 l/sec flows to the additional town DRRs. the city OKJ media to push around 200 l / 

sec output result Ashtarak. As a result water amounts, 4-5 times exceeding the norm, are 

transported to DRRs of Ashtarak town, which satisfies only 2-3 hours water supply. In these 

conditions the operation of water supply system is not only economically unfeasible, but also 

illogical and unacceptable. 

Due to the researches, observations, analyses, calculations, carried out in the scope of this 

project, we come to the following conclusions: 

1. The distribution network of the town is not zoned, in the result of which there occurs 

great pressure, causing accidents and unacceptable leakage.  
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2. Internal distribution network is technically deteriorated, in the result of which there exists 

significant leakage. 

3. The soils in the town area are of volcanic origin, which have cracks and holes. The 

network leakage because of that immediately penetrates the depths of the ground without 

appearing in the surface. That is the reason why the detection of the leakages is not 

always disclosed. 

4. As a result of deterioration of the network the water supply is implemented with the shift 

regime. In the case of the further feeding the network is completely empty, because of 

which the accumulated volume of the significant portion is used for the filling of the 

empty network pipeline. After the feeding interruption the filled network again becomes 

empty. Consequently, during each new rate of feeding it is necessary to new charge the 

network, which is actually unregistered water quantity. 

5. The internal distribution network of multy-apartment blocks are completely exhausted as 

a result of which the unregistered water amounts are significant.   

6. There are unregistered water mains in the districts of private water consumers, the 

volume passing through are not registered.  

Only after detection of the mentioned defects the improvement of the system can be 

expected. 

 

v. Ohanavan 

According to the data provided by the village administration the village administrative area 

is 2162 ha, it is situated in the 1350-1450m points, the number of population is 2598. The 

population is engaged in agriculture. The water supplying is implemented by AWSC CJSC. The 

village is constructed with 1-2 story private houses. The streets are mainly asphalted, which  

have been subjected to local repairs for many times. Currently the asphalted path can be assessed 

as below the average. 2 groups of DRRs exist in the village (№1group DRRs: point-1470m, 

W=2x500m3, №2 group DRRs-point-1410m, W=2x500m3), which aren’t operating both 

because of the emergency and because of unappropriate location.   

The water supply of the village is implemented from Saghmosavan sources. The water, 

collected from the source captages, with 2 water mains supply Ohanavan, Karbi and Mughni 

villages. The first water main (S-K) is constructed with 250-200mm diameter cast iron pipes and 

the second 250-500mm diameter steel pipes (see scheme 1). The water main passes through the 

constructed, privatized lands of the village administrative area and there are numerous 

uncontrolled connections which results in water stealing. The distribution network pipes are 

mainly deteriorated or pass through household area, in some streets they are absolutely missing. 
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The water supply of the western part of the village is implemented from the Karbi village private 

water main.   

The leakage in this system is  90%: 

Overall, the distribution network of the village is in technically unsatisfactory condition, 

and it needs a complete reconstruction. 

The project will construct new water pipes on community land, thus allowing these 

deteriorated and uncontrolled existing lines on private lands to be closed. 

v. Karbi 

According to the data provided by the village administration the village administrative area 

is 1183ha, it is situated in the 1255-1370m points, the number of population is 4310. The 

population is engaged in agriculture. The 30% (502 consumers) of water supply is implemented 

by AWSC CJSC, the remaining part is supplied by the community. The village is constructed 

with  1-2 story private houses. Some streets are asphalted but coverage has been deteriorate 

during the time and partially renovated. Generally the quality of the asphalt cover can be 

considered as below the average. 

The water of the community supplyed from Saghmosavan sources. The water, collected 

from the source captages, with 2 water mains supply Ohanavan, Karbi and Mughni villages. The 

first water main (S-K) is constructed with 250-200mm diameter cast iron pipes and the second 

250-500mm diameter steel pipes (see scheme 1). The water mains are passing through the village 

mainly through the privatized lands, the connections from which bring to unregistered water 

amount. The distribution network pipes are mainly deteriorated or pass through household area, 

in some streets they are absolutely missing.  

The leakage in this system is  93%: 

The pipes of the distribution network is mainly deteriorated as well as valve equipments 

are not operating and the network needs a complete reconstruction. 

The project will construct new water pipes on community land, thus allowing deteriorated 

and uncontrolled existing lines on private lands to be closed. 

 

v. Mughni 

According to the data provided by the village administration the village administrative area 

is 580ha, it is situated in the 1220-1300m points, the number of population is 1200. The water 

supplying is implemented by AWSC CJSC. The village is constructed with  1-2 story private 

houses, streets are partly asphalted but coverage has been deteriorating during the time and 

currently it is in poor condition.  

The water supply of the community is implemented from Saghmosavan sources. The 

water, collected from the source captages, with 2 water mains supply Ohanavan, Karbi and 
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Mughni villages. The first water main (S-K) is constructed with 250-200mm diameter cast iron 

pipes and the second 250-500mm diameter steel pipes (see scheme 1). The water main are 

passing through the village mainly through the privatized lands, the connections from which 

bring to unregistered water amount. The water mains are connected in the ends where the 

balance outlet with 250 mm cast iron water mains reaches to the №1 group DRRs placed on 

1200 m points.  

However, in the prior villages (Ohanavan and Karbi) because of the high rates of the 

leakage only the small quantity of water amount, approximately 5%, feeds the water main, which 

gets to Mughni village. 

Distribution network is completely in poor condition, the water stealing index is very high, 

as a result of which unregistered water amount in this systemis 90%. There is a need to 

reconstruct the entire distribution network.  The project will thus construct new water network on 

community land, allowing these deteriorated and uncontrolled existing lines on private lands to 

be closed. 

 

v. Sasunik (with the district Karin) 

According to the data provided by the village administration the village administrative area 

is 1191.3ha, it is situated in the 1055-1100m points, the number of population is 3553. The water 

supplying is implemented by AWSC CJSC. The village is constructed with  1-2 story private 

houses. The asphalted streets are limited, mainly soil roads.   

The water supplyed from №3 DRRs of Ashtarak town ( Point 1235m) and №5 group 

DRRs (point 1130m). The 150mm diameter cast steel water main emerging from  №5 group 

DRRs feeds only some parts of district Karin of Sasounik community. The 400mm diameter cast 

iron water main emerging from  №3 group DRRs, which has previously fed the water supply 

system of town Armavir passes through Ashtarak-Armavir right part of the highway and reaches 

to the left coast of not operating treatment plant of Oshakan. From the water main the 

connections have been implemented, the 4 of which feed the distribution network of the village 

Sasounik, 1 feeds the asphalt plant and 1 the left coast of Oshakan. There are damaged sections 

on the water main, which resulted in the occurrence of the marshy areas, as well as due to non-

compliance of the water diameter, the village Sasounik is not provided with the required water 

amount, in the case when № 3 group DRRs emerges water amount more than 2 times than it is 

required.   

The water supply distribution network of the village is implemented from the 50-150mm 

diameter steel and cast-iron pipes, as well as 150mm diameter zink pipes. There exist 

distribution wells, the condition of which can be assessed good. Not standard zinc pipes have 
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been installed, which were not foreseen for such a pressure and geological circumstances, as a 

result this pipes have been deteriorated very soon, resulting to a significant leakage. As the local 

soils have vulcanic origin and have great filtration features, thus in the damaged parts of the 

surface water flow is not recorded. These waters are resolved into the porous rocks. Some 

pipelines are in poor condition in some sections of the village, they are deteriorated or installed 

not corresponding with the construction norms. There are streets that are devoid of the water 

distribution network.  Overall it is necessary to reconstruct the water supply distribution network 

of the community.  New pipes constructed under the project will be entirely on community land, 

thus allowing deteriorated or uncontrolled existing lines on private lands to be closed. 

2.2. Natural Environment 
 

From the hydro-geological point of view, the analyzing territory is considered a good 

infiltrative zone, which is the main part of the transportation of the atmospheric precipitation to 

Ararat underground reservoir through the cracked lavas. In addition to the above mentioned  the 

infiltrative waters in the form of the sources having flows come out to the surface of the land of 

the river Kasakh store area and in the area of the villages Ghazaravan – Bazmaghbyur. These 

sources are: Ghazaravan (414 l/sec), Bazmaghbyur (175 l /sec), Saghmosavan (45/s), etc. In 70-

80s of the past century in the result of the implemented hydro-geological studies in the area 

Karbi, Ghazaravan and Bazmaghbyur a groundwater flow was found, which is linked to the old 

river bed of Kasakh river. The groundwater level varies from 35-65m. Currently  the part of this 

water is used for the water supply and irrigation of the nearby villages through deep wells. The 

water supplying of town Ashtarak and nearby villages is carried out from the sources of 

Saghmosavan and Artashavan. In the researched territories the physical-geological phenomena 

are expressed with the weathering of the main rocks and with the existance of the stone fall in 

the gorge of the river Kasach. 

The landscape is premountainous, there are also semi-deserted sections. They are prevail 

accommodated to mountainous and semi-deserted plants. The spread animals areVulpes, 

Oryctolagus and Canis lupus.  There are many reptiles and insects. The region is located in the 

floristic area of Ara and Aragats mountains and more than 100 rare, endangered and 36 endemic 

species of the Armenian flora is included. The flora of the region is represented with various 

plants. The plant lily is widly spread. The present DD is not absolutely affect to the represented 

species and no adverse to them is expected.  

There are no special protection natural areas in the project implementation region. Some 

historical-cultural heritage objects (Ohanavan, Karbi and Mughni churches)  are located in 

Aragatsotn  region.  However, civil works will be implemented outside of  the abovementioned 
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historical-cultural heritage sites and will not have any adverse impact on cultural assets.  

 

3. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 
 

Below is the description of the possible positive and adverse impacts on environment and human 

health, and mitigation measures for the latter during implementation of the project and the 

operation of water system.  

 

3.1. Environmental Impacts 
 

As a result of the environmental screening it was identified that positive and adverse impacts on 

environment and human health are possible during the project implementation. Among the 

possible positive impacts are: 

- reducing water loss,  

- increasing water consumption efficiency by introducing water metering system, 

- providing sustainable water use, 

- increasing duration of water supply to population, 

- providing high quality of drinking water, 

- reduction of water pollution hazard, and 

- excluding penetration of infectious disease viruses into drinking water. 

The environmental screening identified that in the area of water supply systems improvement no 

irreversible adverse impact is anticipated on landscapes, flora and fauna.  

 

The possible adverse impacts are mainly related to the construction works, thus they are limited 

and short-term. Within the framework of the project environmental management and monitoring 

plan matrix (EMMP)(see Annex 1) was developed, which provides mitigation and preventing 

measures for adverse impacts.  

 

EMMP is included in the bidding document. It is subject to compulsory implementation by 

constructor, controlling and supervising units. 

 

Based on the initial assessment, the following adverse environmental and health impacts can be 

expected during the project implementation:  

 air pollution and noise from construction vehicles and machinery, 

 soil erosion and sediment transport, 

 environment pollution with household and construction waste, 

 land and water resources pollution with fuels and lubricants, and 

 land and water resources pollution with chlorine. 

 

Air pollution 

To prevent air pollution, closed trucks are to be used during transportation of dusty construction 

material, the construction site is to be regularly watered and kept in humid condition, to exclude 
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dust during wind and operating of machines.  In case it is impossible to avoid dust during the 

works, the workers shall be provided with protective masks.  

 

Noise and vibration 

To reduce the adverse impact of noise and vibration, usage of machines/equipment with extra 

noise is to be avoided; the construction equipment condition is to be checked on a regular basis 

and not allow the noise exceed the allowable standard. 

 

Construction work should be performed during normal business hours, otherwise, according to 

the established procedure, install silencers. 

The workers working with noisy equipment shall be provided with protective devices 

(headphones). 

 

Soil erosion and sediment transport 

In inclined sites of the water line route implement measures for retaining the inclinations to 

prevent soil erosion and sediment transport; minimize the time during which trench and pit 

excavations for regulation and metering nodes are open.  

Rehabilitate disturbed surfaces after completion of construction activity, according to the design: 

- backfill of land areas; 

- recover the asphalt-concrete cover in the streets in a good condition; 

- build compacted earth layer in streets with deteriorated asphalt-concrete streets and 

earth streets. 

 

Environment pollution with construction and household waste 

Before starting the construction, the Contractor must obtain from the local authorities the 

appropriate written consent of disposing the construction waste and remaining soil in the allotted 

landfill site. During the construction the Contractor shall install bins for household waste and 

regularly remove the household and construction waste to sites allotted for them. After the 

construction completion the Contractor shall organize disposal of construction waste to the sites 

allotted for the purpose of waste accumulation, according to the established order. 

 

Soil and water pollution from machinery servicing 

To exclude land and water resources pollution with fuels and lubricants, the latter must be stored 

and handled on a sealed surface covered with absorbent material, away from water resources, 

plan use of special tanks for their collection, which will then be removed to special sites 

envisaged for re-treatment. As a result of machinery works in case of oil and lubricants leakages 

polluted soil layer should be removed. 

 

Soil and water pollution with chlorine 

To exclude land and water resources pollution with chlorine, organize works for washing the 

water supply distribution network with chlorine, according to technical calculations. Provide 

appropriate technical means; implement chlorine discharge to surface water body or land area 

after washing the pipes, according to the Methodical Guidelines for Sanitary Control and 
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Technical Exploitation of Water Pipes. The Methodical Guidelines provide for the safe 

disinfection of water pipes and dosage calculation for the solution of calcium hypochlorite which 

is sufficient for avoiding negative impact on the environment. During disinfection of pipes the 

solution of calcium hypochlorite is added until free chlorine concentration in the water at the end 

of pipelines 50% of the given doses. Then, it is necessary to ensure 5-6 hours of chlorine contact 

and wash pipes until residual chlorine concentration will be 0.3-0.5 mg/l. 

 

3.2. Social Impacts 
 

The implementation of this project will have positive social impacts on the population of the 

beneficiary communities. It will directly improve the quality of life of the population in Ashtarak 

town and 4 rural communities of the region (mediated also in10communities) by ensuring 

reliable water supply and efficient use of water resources for about 8 800 customers.  

 

Social safeguards screening was undertaken for this activity, as detailed in Table 2 below.   

 

Table 2. Social safeguards screening information 

 

# Impact Yes No Remarks 

1 

Will the project reduce people’s access to 

their economic resources, like land, pasture, 

water, public services or other resources that 

they depend on? 

 V  

2 

Will the project result in resettlement of 

individuals or families or require the 

acquisition of land (public or private, 

temporarily or permanently) for its 

development? 

 V  

3 

Will the project result in the temporary or 

permanent loss of crops, fruit trees and  

household infrastructure (such as granaries, 

outside toilets and kitchens, etc.)? 

 V  

4 

Will the project require excavation near any 

historical, archaeological or cultural heritage 

site? 

 V  

5 

Might the project adversely affect vulnerable 

people (e.g., elderly poor pensioners, 

physically challenged, women, particularly 

head of Households or widows etc) living in 

the area? 

 V  

 

Project implementation is not expected to have any impact on private lands, or on access to lands 

or livelihoods.  Moreover, no impact on historical and cultural monuments is anticipated. 
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During civil works some temporary disturbances can be registered among the rural population, 

but they will have temporary character and their impact will mitigated by the mitigation 

measures which are included in EMMPs. Contractors will be required to ensure conditions for 

safe movement of the population, including safety signs and the construction of access bridges 

over  buried trenches . The disruption of automobile access to the houses might also take place. 

Thus the contractor is required to provide the bypass roads. During the meetings with beneficiary 

communities all temporary disturbances have been discussed with the public and mitigation 

measures of EMMPs have been presented.  A hotline for feedback/grievances from the 

community is also in place at both the central and local levels.  

 

As a result of the project the following positive social impacts are expected: 

- Providing regular and stable water supply, 

- Improving drinking water quality, 

- Reducing risks of spread of water-borne diseases, 

- Improving household work conditions for women, 

- Enabling water users to track and manage water consumption.  

 

Negative social impacts of the project may arise during construction, which however can be 

mitigated through correct organization of the construction process and proposed mitigation 

measures. 

 

The negative social impacts can be: 

 

Traffic congestion 

To reduce disturbance to population because of overloaded roads the Contractor shall correctly 

organize the construction process, providing a safe area for trucks; waste on the construction site 

must not be accumulated and burnt, construction in stages, give adequate notice of construction 

activities must be given to the population, effective road signs, diversions or barricades are to be 

provided.  

 

Noise disturbance 

To prevent nuisance from noise, night work will not be permitted in residential areas. 

Construction work should be performed during normal business hours, otherwise, according to 

the established procedure, install silencers. 

 

Accident prevention 

To prevent hazards for workers and the population during the construction, the following must 

be implemented: install fencing around construction site; control access of unauthorized persons 

to site; place warning signs in dangerous places; carry out regular examination of equipment by 

highly qualified staff, as well as make regular safety audits; provide first aid and safety training 
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to Contractor staff.  

 

Water quality assurance 

During the construction pipes shall be transported in closed condition from both sides, to exclude 

presence of different materials and often also animals inside them. After installation they must be 

washed and disinfected (SNiP2.04.02-84*- Water supply of external network and structures), 

and only after that connected to the water supply network.  

 

To provide drinking water quality in Ashtarak town and the communities, AWSC will 

implement planned sampling of water from the artesian wells, checking all the parameters 

required by the Ministry of Health. Water quality monitoring is carried out also by National 

Hygiene and Anti-Epidemiological Surveillance Inspectorate according to “Drinking Water: 

Requirements to the Centralized Water Supply System’s Water Quality”; Quality Control № 2-

III-²2-1 sanitary rules and norms” (registered on 28.12.2002), document, which establishes the 

requirements to the drinking water quality, as well as the rules for quality control of water 

produced and supplied to residential areas through water supply systems. 

 

In general, water of artesian wells meets the requirements to the drinking water quality 

established by the RA Ministry of Health. However, water disinfecting is required and since it is 

made by chlorinating, the monitoring of residual chlorine in drinking water is also very 

important.  

 

Impact on community owned lands 

The project includes renovation of some elements of the water supply system, notably through 

installation of new water pipes, nodes and mains.  Currently, the water supply system passes 

through Ohanavan community graveyard, as well as through privatized lands of Ohanavan, 

Karbi and Mughni villages creating unacceptable situation, such as illegal water connections etc. 

In addition, the mentioned pipes are mostly battered causing intensive leakages and consequently 

increasing the humidity in private houses and their bases. Moreover, the operation of existing 

water supply system creates some difficulties and obstacles for AWSC CJSC. 

 

The proposed works under the project will remedy this situation by constructing new elements of 

the water system, including the water main.  According to DD, the water main (about 6km) will 

pass through the villages of Ohanavan, Karbi and Mughni and be laid entirely on community 

roads.  The new water main will also entirely bypass the Ohanavan graveyard, and be installed 

on parallel public road.  Civil works will be carried out on roadways and community lands which 

are categorized for use by energy, transport, communication sectors and utility infrastructures.  

No impact is envisaged on any other land categories of the community (i.e. agricultural).  Civil 

works will not have any impact on hayfields and pastures and the movement of the cattle along 
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the roads will not be limited due to sufficient width of such roads.  No other impact on land users 

is anticipated.  See the pipeline installation layouts for all communities in Book IV.    

 

3.3 The organizational obligations for the proposed mitigating measures are 

distributed among the following agencies:  
 

A. Agencies responsible for the  project implementation and obtaining the permits and 

consents:  

 

 At the Design stage, the Consultant (CES Consulting Engineers Salzgitter GmbH) 

obtained the required agreements, consents and permits from the State and local 

authorities, including: 

 

- Written consent for crossing the infrastructures/communications (gas pipes, electric 

and telecommunication cable, water pipes) from utility operators. 

- Architectural and Planning Assignment/ APA  is a document defining the mandatory 

terms, requirement and limitations for the design of civil works planned to be 

implemented  in the given area based on the RA building code, as well as other legal 

acts. The terms and conditions specified in the APA are the basis for development of 

design documents.  

 

 At the construction stage, upon commencement of construction works, AWSC CJSC 

shall obtain the following permits and certificates:  

- Construction permits  

 

 At the Construction stage, Contractors will be responsible for physical implementation 

of mitigating measures planned under the EMMP and for obtaining any additional 

permissions/consents if a need for such documents emerges during construction. This 

includes, but may not be limited to the obtaining permission from the State Agency for 

Protection of Historical and Cultural Monuments in case of encountering chance finds in 

the course of earth works. 

- Written consent from the local self-governing authorities for the sites allotted for 

transportation remaining soil and construction wastes, 

 

B. Supervising agencies, which are responsible for controlling the executive units to 

provide implementation of the EMMP measures by the latter  

  

According to the requirements of the national legislation, AWSC CJSC hires a Licensed TSC to 

provide technical supervision of works, including environmental and social components 
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supervision. For Masis, Ashtarak and Echmiadzin subprojects CES Consulting Engineers 

Salzgitter GmbH has been selected as a TSC.   

 

 CES Consulting Engineers Salzgitter GmbH environmental and social impact 

specialist will be responsible for:  

 Implementation and control of in time, due and reliable implementation of mitigating 

measures during the construction works, 

 Prepare regular “Environmental Management“ Chapter of monthly reports and submit to 

the Client, 

 Verifying that planned works will not affect land owners/users (e.g. farmers who can’t 

reach fields during works, farmers whose irrigation systems are turned off for long 

periods during works, etc.) 

 Verifying that no private land is being acquired/used for the works. 

  

 AWS CJSC/environmental and social impact specialist will be responsible for: 

 

 Timely, due and reliable implementation of the works and measures in the order under 

the EMMP,  Ensuring communication with community beneficiaries during the project 

implementation, Providing grievance mechanism for the population to express 

questions/complaints about the project implementation 

 Regularly visit the construction sites to provide due implementation of the measures 

aimed at mitigation of work impact. During the visits the possible shortcomings and 

omissions will be identified in implementation of mitigating measures and infringement 

by the Contractor during construction will be discovered.  

 Oversees performance of the TSC for the purpose of quality assurance, which implies 

review of TSC’s monthly reports and validation of the provided information.  

 

The AWS CJSC has the right also to require and check whether all permits are available and 

valid, all the measures and monitoring part under the EMMP are implemented during the 

construction, in accordance with the WB environmental guidelines and the RA environmental 

and social legislation.  

 

C. Monitoring agencies, which are responsible for observing the extent and efficiency 

of EMMP implementation and imposing adjustments as required 

 

 SCWS, through its CMMU, while providing general oversight and support of the MWP 

implementation, tracks performance of works contractors, including application of the 

environmental mitigation measures included in EMMPs, which are integral part of civil 

works contracts. 

 

D. State monitoring agencies, which are responsible for observing the extent and 

efficiency of EMMP implementation and making adjustments as required 
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- State Environmental Inspectorate of the Ministry of Nature Protection,  

- State Hygiene and Anti-Epidemiological Inspectorate 

- The State Agency for Protection of Historical and Cultural Monuments, if needed, 

- The RA local self-governance bodies, 

- The RA Ministry of Transport and Communication.  

 

4. DELIVERABLES 
 

In the construction phase of the project implementation CES Consulting Engineers Salzgitter 

GmbH Company shall implement also the environmental control according to the EMMP. The 

environmental supervisor shall submit a monthly report to AWSC on the results of the visits and 

made observations until the 5
th

 day of the next month. 

 

The report shall be submitted in Armenian and English and must include explanatory part, 

photos and tables. 

 

Based on the monthly reports, as well as observations made by it, the AWSC will submit a 

quarterly report to the State Committee of Water Systems. 

 

The report shall be submitted in Armenian and English and must include explanatory part, 

photos and tables. 

 

AWSC shall submit the environmental reports to the World Bank according to the conditions 

provided by the Contract. 

 

5. ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT AND MONITORING PLAN 
 

The EMMP will be based on the results of environmental screening under the investment 

program and will include appropriate mitigation measures. 

EMMP consists of two components: 

1. Mitigation measures and institutional responsibilities for implementation; 

2. Environmental monitoring. 

 

The Contractor should strictly follow the environmental mitigation measures prescribed in the 

EMMP. The costs foreseen for the implementations of all the measures prescribed in the EMMP 

are included the total value of the Contract and reflected in the bill of quantities. 

Notice on the failure to implement measures prescribed by the Technical Supervision Company 

(TSC) or the Client would be sent to the Contractor in written. After the Notice to Correct, the 

next recorded violation would trigger charging of liquidated damages in the amount of 0,1% of 

the total value of the contract. The liquidated damages do not relieve the Contractor from 

remedying the violation. The recorded violation should be remedied in two working days period. 
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Liquidated damages would be retained from the next Performance Certificate and after the 

completion of the construction activities the liquidated damages for the recorded violation will 

be retained from the Retention Money. In case of three liquidated damages the Contract could be 

terminated unilaterally.    

Above described remedies of EMMP violation will be included in the contracts for provision of 

works concluded by AWSC under the MWP. 

The environmental management matrix is presented in Annex 1.  

 

The Minutes of Public discussion and the list of participants on EMMP in the project 

implementation area are provided in Annex 2. 



 

 

Annex 1. Environmental management matrix 

 

Expected Impact  Mitigation measures  

 

Monitoring 

indicator 

 

Monitoring 

method 

 

Monitoring 

duration 

Executing 

agency  

Supervising 

agency  

Estimated 

Cost    

DESIGN  STAGE 

Disruption of the 

natural and urban 

landscapes and loss 

of biodiversity 

Selection of routes of water 

mains and internal network 

taking into account engineering-

geological conditions of the 

area, minimizing the adverse 

impact on natural and urban 

landscapes. 

Presence of  

instructions in 

design documents 

Review of 

design 

documents 

Upon 

delivery of 

draft design 

documents 

Consultant  AWSC, 

LSGB 

 

Instructions provided for 

washing and disinfecting the 

water main and the network 

with chlorine, with reference to 

formal guidelines.  

Activation of land 

erosion and 

landslide process   

Selection of routes of water 

mains  taking into account 

engineering-geological 

conditions of the area 

Sensitivity of 

design to geological 

conditions of the 

project site 

Review of 

design 

documents 

Upon 

delivery of 

draft design 

documents 

Consultant  AWSC 

CJSC, 

LSGB 

 

CONSTRUCTION STAGE 

Costs of implementation of all mitigation measures will be included in the total Contract value and reflected in the bill of quantities 

Construction and 

household wastes  

(garbage) 

accumulation and 

transportation  

On-site collection of waste in 

the designated locations and 

timely out-transportation to 

the destinations of final 

disposal   

Construction sites 

free of litter and 

scattered 

construction waste  

 

Site inspection During 

construction 

works 

Contractor  

 

TSC, 

AWSC 

CJSC 
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 Obtaining written consent for 

disposal of construction  

waste from local self-

governing bodies  

Presence of waste 

disposal permission 

Inspection of 

documents at 

Contractor’s 

office 

Before 

commenceme

nt of  

construction 

works 

Contractor  500AMD/m
3  

* 

included in 

cost 

estimates 

Waste disposal to the formally 

designated locations 

 

Absence of large 

volumes of the 

household and 

construction waste 

at the construction 

site 

Absence of waste 

on site upon 

completion of 

construction 

Field visit During 

construction 

Prior to hand 

over of the 

completed 

works 

Contractor  

 

TSC, 

AWSC 

CJSC  

 

 

Generation of dust Dust emission from 

transportation of construction 

materials 

Use of  

closed/covered 

vehicles for 

transportation of 

powdery 

construction 

materials 

Field visit During 

construction 

 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC, 

AWSC  

CJSC   

 

 

Regular watering of 

construction sites in populated 

areas 

No excessively 

dusty conditions 

on-site 

Field visit During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

10 AMD/m
 

2
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Contamination of 

soil and water with 

fuel and lubricants  

 

Storage and application of 

fuel/ lubricants in the 

conditions excluding spillage 

and leakage 

Area allocated for 

storage and 

application of 

fuel/lubricants 

insulated and 

confined  

No fuel and/or 

lubricant spills 

observed on-site 

Field visit  During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC  

 

On-site storage and storage 

and safe disposal of used 

lubricants and their removal 

to designated disposal sites or 

recycling facilities 

Presence of 

containers for 

storing used 

lubricants 

Presence of formal 

arrangements for 

disposal or hand 

over of used 

lubricants    

Field visit, 

Inspection of 

documents 

During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Noise and vibration Limiting of construction 

works to working  

No excessive noise 

out of working 

hours  

# of complaints 

from affected 

communities  

Field visit, 

Consultation 

with affected 

communities 

During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Technical condition of 

construction vehicles and 

machinery 

Absence of 

excessive noise 

from engines 

# of complaints 

from affected 

communities 

Field visit During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 
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Safety of pedestrians 

and traffic in and 

around construction 

sites 

Installation of appropriate 

road signs and provision of 

temporary by-pass 

arrangements as required 

No disruption of 

traffic and no 

constraint for 

pedestrian access. 

# of complaints 

from the public 

Field visit,  

Consultation 

with affected 

households 

During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Impact on 

archaeological 

monuments  

 

Immediate termination of 

earth works in case of chance 

finds and prompt 

communication to the Agency 

of  Protecting Cultural 

Heritage   

No damaged 

archaeological 

items  

Field visit During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC,RA 

MC 

 

Landscape  

degradation and soil  

erosion  

Separate storage of top soil 

and its restoration  upon 

completion of construction 

works  

Top soil stored in 

separate piles 

Top soil re-

deposited over the 

construction site  

Field visit During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Timely backfilling of 

excavated trenches 

No trenches left 

open for excessive 

periods of time 

Field visit During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Installation of gabions for 

laying pipelines in the sloped 

terrain 

Presence of gabions  Field visit During 

construction 

 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Harmonization of 

construction sites with 

landscape promptly upon 

completion of works 

Construction site 

restored to quasi-

original condition 

to the permissive 

extent  

Field visit Prior to hand 

over of 

constructed 

infrastructure 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 
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Environment 

pollution with 

chlorine use for 

disinfection of 

newly constructed 

pipelines 

Prevention of release active 

and highly concentrated 

disinfectants to nature 

Deactivation and 

delusion of chlorine 

prior to release of 

disinfectant to 

nature 

Field visit During 

disinfection of 

pipelines 

Contractor TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

HEALTH AND SAFETY OF WORKERS, CONSTRUCTION STAGE 

Costs included in the unit costs of works 

Workers’ exposure 

to dust and noise 

Provision  of protective gear  

(masks, ear phones) to 

workers for the use industry 

and noisy environment 

Workers equipped 

with- and wearing 

protective gear 

Field visit During 

construction 

Contractor TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Maintenance of 

work site and work 

camp (if existing) 

Provision of water, sanitation, 

and household waste 

containers on work site   

Satisfactory 

sanitary conditions 

 

Field visit During 

construction  

Contractor  TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Safety of 

construction 

machinery 

Standard technical condition 

of construction machinery 

formally certified 

Presence of positive 

expertise reports for 

operating cranes 

and other 

machinery 

deployed at the 

construction site 

Inspection of 

documents at 

Contractor’s 

office 

During 

Construction  

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

AWSC  

CJSC 

 

Conduct of 

excavation works 

Demarcation of open trenches 

and other dig-outs 
Open trenches and 

other dig-outs 

demarcated 

Field visit During 

Construction 

Contractor TSC, 

AWSC 

CJSC 
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Conduct of earth 

works in sites with 

asbestos pipes 

currently in 

operation 

Accurately demarcate location 

of asbestos pipes and excavate 

cautiously along the marked 

area to avoid contact with 

existing pipes. 

In case of unintended 

unearthing of asbestos pipes, 

immediately backfill the dug-

out area, compact soil, and 

place warning signs. 

Respectively 

marked asbestos 

pipe location   

Field visit During 

Construction 

Contractor TSC, 

AWSC 

CJSC 

 

Preparedness for 

accidents at work 

site  

Provision of the first aid 

medical kits and fire-fighting 

equipment 

The first aid kits 

and fire-fighting 

equipment present 

on site  

Field visit During 

Construction 

Contractor  

 

TSC,  

 AWSC  

CJSC 

 

OPERATION STAGE 

Safety of staff 

involved in  

chlorination 

processes
2
 

Continuous control of 

chlorination stations 

Training of operators 

(conducted by HTH tablets 

providers ) 

Provision of  protection and 

emergency response 

equipment for operators  

No health damage 

of operators of 

chlorination 

stations incurred 

from  exposure  to 

chemicals 

Visit to 

chlorination 

stations 

During 

operation of 

the water 

supply 

system 

AWSC 

CJSC 

 

SCWM  

Soil and water 

contamination by 

water treatment 

sludge (river, well, 

spring catchments) 

Sludge disposal strictly at the 

sites formally designated  

according RA legislation  

Sludge safely 

disposal at 

approved sites   

Visit to 

treatment station, 

observation  

During 

operation of 

water supply 

system 

AWSC SCWM  

                                                 
2
 RA Government Decree N-529 Ü dated April 21, 2011 on “Approval of safety rules during production, use, storage and transportation of chlorine”.   
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Pollution of water 

sources from 

domestic sources 

and domestic 

animals 

Protection of sanitary zones 

from trespassing 
Sanitary zones 

secure and clean  

Visits to sanitary 

zones 

During 

operation of 

water supply 

system 

AWSC SCWM  
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Annex 2. Minutes of public discussions and the list of participants 

 

6 May, 2013,Ashtarak town 

 

Public awareness raising meetings on “Environmental Management and Monitoring Plan” 

developed within the framework of reconstruction of water supply systems of Ashtarak town and 

villages Ohanavan, Karbi, Moughni, Sasounik, Agarak, Karin were heldon 6
th 

of May 2013 in Ashtarak 

town, Aragatsotn marz, RA, in “Ashtarak” section of AWSC CJSC. The public awairness 

announcemens was beforehand reported by Daily “Republic of Armenia”, posted on official website of 

AWSC CJSC http://www.armwater.am/en/anouncements.php and Ashtarak Section signboard. 

On behalf of the design team design engineer R. Meliqyan environmental protection specialist K. 

Hakobyan (CES Consulting Engineers Salzgitter GmbH), A. Savadyan, the environmental and social 

impact specialist “Armenian Water and Sewerage” CJSC Investment projects coordination PMU, 

Ashtarak Section Manager A. Khachatryan and heads of municipalities and inhabitantsfrom the 

concerned communities (see the list attached) took part in the meeting. 

A.Khachatryan presented the aim of the meeting and the participants. Environmental and social 

impact specialist mentioned the importance of implementation of the environmental management and 

monitoring plan for health and safety of the local inhabitants. 

After that R. Meliqyan represented the Detailed Design, which mainly includes rehabilitation 

works of the existing external water supply network. He said, that the design works are in final stage. 

The final Detailed Design would be provided to “Armenian Water and Sewerage” in the middle of May 

2013, after which the tender for Contractor selection would be announced. 

The inhabitants complained of duration, as well as the quality and quantity of water supply. They 

also complained of non-regular water supplying and the absence of its strict schedule. Concerning the 

unsatisfied quality of the water it was especially mentioned, that the reason of this issue is the 

demolished network. Because of this in case of scheduled water supplying the situation of inclusion of 

the soil waters to the network, consequently worsening of the quality is possible. 

Ohanavan village municipality head raised the issue of water quality and corrosion pipes. He 

also asked the AWSC CJSC and the representatives of the design group to complete the reconstruction 

of the main water line, related to this to rehabilitate the destroyed roads at least till October 2013. The 

head of municipality explained his request like, that the October is the time of harvesting and the main 

road of the village is actively using by the inhabitants for transportation of the harvest. Consultant as 

well as AWSC environmental/ social impact specialist mentioned that all impact mitigation measures 

will be implemented during civil works implementation, as much as possible to mitigate disturbance of 

population during civil works.   

The heads of all municipalities was concerned by the issue of the rehabilitation of the destroyed 

reinforced-concrete cover. AWSC CJSC and the representatives informed that in the sections of 

http://www.armwater.am/en/anouncements.php
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asphalted roads the reinforced-concrete layer should be also rehabilitated by the width of excavated 

trench. The final restoration of the territory is stated in EMMP and the Contractor has an obligation to 

implement this measure.  

Environmental and social impact specialist presented the environment management and 

monitoring plan developed within the scope of the project and persuaded the inhabitants to follow the 

implementation of the actions envisaged under the plan mainly during the construction works in their 

own interests. She noted that the participation of the community in the construction was important and 

they could direct their complaints to the construction organization, supervisors and AWSC CJSC, via 

the contacts presented on the information signboard. The application procedures of each dissatisfied 

person to the responsible authorities are determined in EMMP for ensuring transparency of the project.  

Public awareness is the additional step forward for the provision of information and explanatory works.    

It was specially underlined that during civil works it’s necessary to ensure the safety of the 

inhabitants. The construction companies should strictly install safety measures: belts, bypass bridges, 

signs and fences. Technical supervisors should control fulfillment of the measures, and report the 

deviations to AWSC CJSC and administration of respective contractor. The special strictness should be 

referred to the sites, which are close to schools and kindergartens. AWSC CJSC had determined 

penalties, which should be assigned for these deviations.   

The environmental specialist of AWSC CJSC mentioned, that EMMP explanatory meetings 

would be held for the Contractors, before starting the construction works, during which the AWSC 

CJSC, as a Client, would consider the environmental problems raised during the public hearings.  

Environmental and social impact specialist applied to the inhabitants, mentioning that in order to 

avoid accidents during construction the residents should strictly follow the safety measures and inform 

AWSC CJSC, technical supervisors and others on the infringements.  The Environmental specialist of 

AWSC CJSC also noted that the participation of the community in the construction was important and 

they could direct their complaints to the construction organization, supervisors and AWSC CJSC, via 

the contacts presented on the information signboard.  

Environmental and social impact specialist turned to the question of the transportation of 

construction wastes and excessive soils. On this concern it was mentioned, that at the commencement 

of the civil works the contractors had to obtain the agreements of the construction wastes 

transportation. Technical supervisors would pay great attention to this issue. The attention of the heads 

of municipalities was concentrated to the fact, that the transpotation of construction wastes should be 

implemented not only at the end of the civil works, but also in the process. The necessity of separation 

of construction wastes from the households rubbish was stressed during meeting.  

The attention of the public was also concentrated to the planning public opinion polls. It was 

stated that by the specifications of WB at the commencement stage of the civil works the questioning 

should be done among the concerned inhabitants of Ashtarak town and mentioned villages, which will 
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reveal the opinion of the community about the results of the project. AWSC CJSC and design team 

representatives mentioned the importance of the assistance of the head of municipalities in this process.  

 

 

Public awareness raising meeting in Ashtarak town 
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Annex 3. Photos from Project Works Locations 

 

  
Discussion about Ashtarak design  Discussion with design team  

  
Ohanavan village- water main zero point Ohanavan village - zero point of water main near 

the Ohanavan community graveyard 

  
Ohanavan village- pressure regulating point   Ohanavan village- private house connection from 

water main 
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Ohanavan village- water main laying along the 

road  

Ohanavan village- water main will be installed 

above the irrigation channel,  

Karbi village- starting point  

  
Karbi village- water main laying along the road  Ashtarak town - unused community land, place 

where new water main will be connected to the 

existing water main  

  
Ashtarak town - unused community land Mughni village – connection point of new water 

main to the existing water main  
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Ashtarak town- Artak pumping station   

 


